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Roelf Bolt
Liars and Forgers
A small encyclopaedia of deception

No one likes to be deceived, but stories
of deception can be funny, shocking,
sometimes poetic, even awe-inspiring.
We are almost always intrigued by such
tales, whether they focus on the liar’s
own motives or on the often puzzling
credulousness of those who fall for the
lies.
Roelf Bolt has spent years collecting
stories of deceit, dating from ancient times
to the present day. His liars range from
infamous quacks to fraudulent scientists
(even including Einstein), from crooks
who faked their own deaths (‘pseudocides’)
to forgers of artworks, design objects,
Stradivari violins, archaeological finds and
documents of all sorts. Here he brings
together the most attractive and fascinating cases, 384 in all. It is the first encyclopaedia of its kind, more comprehensive
than earlier books on deception, which
looked only at art or money, or ‘the most
spectacular forgeries of the twentieth
century’.
Bolt’s entries are accessibly written,
short narratives in a variety of formats,
including biographies and general observations on specific categories of deceit, all

painstakingly documented with references. The book can be savoured for its
wealth of detail or used systematically as
a resource.
In his introduction, Bolt defines a liar as
someone who ‘knowingly’ disseminates
falsehoods. He points out that deceit
should not necessarily be condemned
– think of forged identity papers in times
of war and occupation, items counterfeited in jest, and satires that expose pretentiousness. He also explains why he has
deliberately omitted several entire categories of deceit. In politics, sports and
commerce deception is so common as to
be inherent (though he does deal with
Saddam Hussein’s supposed weapons of
mass destruction).
Bolt excludes religion too, since people
who talk of God and divine acts are not
knowingly disseminating falsehoods.
Nevertheless, many of the cases he cites –
such as theosophy, spiritualism, homeopathy and intelligent design – hover somewhere between fact and faith. Indeed it is
here that Bolt is at his most thought-provoking, coming down firmly on the side of
science.

Roelf Bolt has worked in university
education both as a philosopher and
as a legal scholar. His interests are
broad and the subjects of his
investigations include medical
monstrosities and freaks, buildings
that have no use, cabinets of
curiosities, pseudo-sciences,
funerary culture and history.
The timing of this book could
hardly have been better. We
already know that cheating, fraud
and forgery take place in art,
business and politics, but who
would have thought that scientists
might be found to have concocted
or tailored their own data?
Nederlands Dagblad
Publishing Details
Leugenaars en vervalsers.
Een kleine encyclopedie van
misleiding (2011)
462 pp (135,000 words)
2,000 copies sold
Rights
Querido
Singel 262
1016 AC Amsterdam
The Netherlands
t +31 20 55 11 262
rights@singel262.nl
www.singel262rights.nl
www.roelfbolt.nl

— Presents the first ever overview of
many famous and infamous cases of
deceit, featuring art forgers, quacks
and fraudulent scientists.
— Raises doubts about humanity’s
supposed respect for truth.
— A thought-provoking book,
especially when dealing with
the friction between science
and faith.

Photo: Lona Aalders
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Coen Simon
Waiting for Happiness
A philosophy of desire

‘Whenever I go away for a few days,
I leave a little drawing behind for the
children.’ The intimacy of these opening
words is typical of Waiting for Happiness.
Philosopher Coen Simon has a delightful
and playful personal tone. Everyday life,
the objects, circumstances and events
that seem so familiar to us, astonish him
and lead him into philosophical contemplation. In Waiting for Happiness he
investigates the nature and effects of
wishing, hoping and waiting.
Life is an endless succession of desires, of
periods spent looking forward to specific
events, acquisitions or changes. But do we
really know what it is that we anticipate at
the expense of so much time and emotion?
We may yearn to be someone else, or to
share a special moment with as many
people as possible. We long for love, for
sex, for home. All this seems entirely
natural – but how exactly do we experience
such desires? Simon describes his own
sense of expectation during his wife’s
pregnancy and remarks: ‘I can’t say that
I knew what I was waiting for before I
became a father.’
Although powerful longing can be
experienced as torment, we ought perhaps

to learn to value it more than we do. Desire
and yearning are not merely about feeling
deprived; they give shape to our days.
Longing persists until satisfied, but its
ultimate resolution never lives up to expectation. Simon shows that it is not the
fulfilment of our desires but desire itself
that lends our lives meaning. Perhaps it is
precisely this waiting for what we feel to
be missing that constitutes happiness.
Apparently small shifts in ways of
thinking about desire have large effects on
individual and social behaviour. In a
society of supposedly unlimited choice we
feel obliged to reflect on who we are and
what we really want out of life. We assume
that enjoyment lies only in the outcome,
not in the longing, but if we take no
pleasure in it, our waiting will be in vain.
What makes Simon’s book so remarkable is the sharp but unprejudiced eye with
which he looks at the things we seem to
take for granted. His attractive way of
recalling personal memories prompts us to
remember past events of our own lives.
This innovative and accessible book
presents a truly original type of philosophy, one that is close to everyday life and
discovers big questions in small observations.

— Starting from personal experiences,
Simon investigates twelve desires
that are characteristic of human
beings, from homesickness and
nostalgia to the need for closure.
— Looks at social issues, such as
loneliness, as well as current
controversies in philosophy,
including the existence or
otherwise of free will.
— Simon’s personal approach is not
merely a stylistic device, it is at the
core of his approach to philosophy.

Coen Simon is a writer and
philosopher. His essays in NRC
Handelsblad, nrc.next and Trouw
have been the stuff of public debate.
He is the author of books including
Why We Seek But Cannot Find
Ourselves (2008), That’s How
Every Visionary Begins (2010) and
Then We Knew Everything (2011)
which won him the Socrates Award
for the ‘most urgent, original and
stimulating’ philosophy book of
2012. With his provocative ideas,
Simon has been an influential
contributor to public discussion of
contemporary themes ranging from
animal rights, monarchy, spirituality
and religion to neuroscience,
happiness and the cult of the self.
Coen Simon is a meticulous
observer and he writes evocatively.
He also switches effortlessly back
and forth between literary narrative
and logical analysis.
De Volkskrant
Simon writes with graceful
elegance. He touches his subject
without subsuming it, dances
around it without ever holding it
too firmly in his grip.
De Groene Amsterdammer
Combines sobriety with suspense.
This is indeed literary philosophy.
Het Parool
Publishing Details
Wachten op geluk. Een filosofie
van het verlangen (2012)
167 pp (44,000 words)
With references
Rights
Ambo|Anthos
Herengracht 499
1017 BT Amsterdam
t +31 20 52 45 411
umatten@amboanthos.nl
www.amboanthos.nl
www.coensimon.nl

Photo: Reyer Boxem
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Lodewijk Petram
The World’s First Stock Exchange
How modern share trading originated in
seventeenth-century Amsterdam
We are up to our necks in the financial
markets these days, whether we like it or
not. But how did we get here? Lodewijk
Petram’s fascinating new book tells us.
Back in the early seventeenth century,
Amsterdam was in the process of growing
from a regional market town into Europe’s
dominant financial centre. It all started
with the launch of the Dutch East India
Company in 1602, which introduced easily
transferable shares. Within days people
were trading them, and soon they were
engaged in a wide range of complex
transactions, including forwards, futures,
options and bear raids. By 1680 the
techniques deployed in the Amsterdam
market were as sophisticated as any today.
We tend to think of financial markets as
highly abstract entities handling incomprehensible products, as indeed they always
have been. But Petram shows that markets
really boil down to what people do, who
they are and how the world around them
works. His account of the fledgling Amsterdam securities trade is organized around a
few key themes that he brings to life by
relating them to the people involved: Who
were they? Where and how did they live?
What kind of business were they in?

We walk the streets of Amsterdam,
visiting the harbour and the places where
merchants met to do deals, then on to the
notary’s office to swear an affidavit, and to
court to contest a case. We get to know the
main players, whether rich merchants or
small fry: serious investors, shady dealers,
speculators and ordinary people, such as
domestic servants. Apparently complex
transactions and legal intricacies suddenly
become easy to understand when seen
from the perspective of the people involved;
they are explained in simple terms, and
enlivened with quotations from personal
correspondence and other historical
documents. We explore why and how
people speculated, what aggrieved shareholders could or could not achieve, whether
fraudsters escaped with the proceeds or
were caught and how crises hit.
Petram’s skilfully woven narrative
continually invites us to ponder concepts
still relevant today, such as the value of
information, trust and honour, diverging
expectations and how to balance risk. The
book brings out the modernity of the past
and enables us to appreciate how people of
the seventeenth century wrestled with
financial markets in ways very similar to
our own.

Lodewijk Petram studied economics and history at the University of
Amsterdam, where he gained his
doctorate in 2011 with a thesis on
the stock market in seventeenthcentury Amsterdam. The World’s
First Stock Exchange won him the
2012 Dirk Jacob Veegens Prize from
the Royal Holland Society of
Sciences and Humanities. Petram
writes for a variety of media. He also
organizes city walks through
Amsterdam’s financial centre.
Petram’s historical study is no dry
summary of the facts. These are
almost universal tales of greed, risk,
riches, prosperity and disaster.
What makes the book so relevant
today is that Petram shows
convincingly why excesses almost
inevitably accompany the trade in
stocks and shares.
De Standaard
The bewigged figures familiar to us
from Rembrandt’s paintings are
transformed into dealers of flesh and
blood, sometimes cocky, sometimes
magnanimous, often greedy and in
some cases downright corrupt.
Management Team
Publishing Details
De bakermat van de beurs. Hoe in
zeventiende-eeuws Amsterdam de
moderne aandelenhandel ontstond
(2011)
270 pp (81,000 words)
With illustrations in colour and
black-and-white, notes and
references
Rights
Atlas Contact
Herengracht 481
1017 BT Amsterdam
t +31 20 52 49 800
f +31 20 62 76 851    
umatten@atlascontact.nl
www.atlascontact.nl
www.lodewijkpetram.nl

— Meticulously researched and
refreshingly well written.
— Tells the stories of the people
behind the first stock-market
transactions.

Rights sold
Aiora (Greece) and Columbia
University Press (US).

Photo: Merlijn Doomernik
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Jan J. Boersema
Faces of Easter Island
On the sustainability of a culture

In this book Jan Boersema puts paid to a
stubborn myth hugely popular with the
environmentalist movement. Easter
Island, a remote speck in the vast Pacific
Ocean, has acquired iconic significance as
a horrifying example of what people can
do to their natural environment and
consequently to themselves. The inhabitants are said to have stripped their island
of trees because of their culture’s runaway
obsession with statues, condemning
themselves to isolation, famine and war.
Boersema exposes this apocalyptic story as
‘a construct in which facts are exaggerated
and combined with myths to suggest in
retrospect a sequence of events that we now
know to be at odds with reality’. Are these
the words of an anti-environmentalist or a
climate sceptic? Far from it. Boersema is
professor of environmental studies at the
Free University of Amsterdam and has
been studying sustainability all his life. He
has a comprehensive grasp of countless
sources, from the ship’s journals of Jacob
Roggeveen and James Cook – the first
Western seafarers to call at Easter Island –
to the latest archaeological and paleobiological research.
Yes, the Polynesians who colonized
Easter Island caused deforestation, but
sculpture was only partly responsible.

Boersema patiently calculates how many
tree-trunks were needed to move the giant
statues, hacked out of a quarry in the south
of the island. He then uses geological
records to estimate how many trees there
must once have been. Their gradual
disappearance, he writes, is attributable
not to statue transport but to a failure of
felled forests to regrow. The Polynesian
rat, which arrived with the first colonizers,
gnaws at seeds and young shoots. This
kind of expert deconstruction is typical
of Boersema’s book.
By about 1650 the island was bare. There
was some erosion but, says Boersema, there
is no proof that it threatened food production. All the eighteenth- and nineteenthcentury sources confirm there was plenty
of food, and the Easter Islanders thrived on
their diet of sweet potatoes, yams, bananas,
fish and chicken. ‘The island’s history
before the arrival of the Europeans is a
story of continuity and change rather than
collapse and depopulation. Their society
succeeded in adapting to deforestation and
its consequences for nature and culture,
achieving a new balance.’
It was not seventeenth-century deforestation that devastated the Easter Island
community but nineteenth-century
Peruvian slave traders. Boersema meticulously documents its sad end.

Jan J. Boersema is a biologist who
gained a doctorate in theology and
taught environmental studies at the
University of Groningen, while
acting as an adviser to the Dutch
environment ministry. Since 2002 he
has been a professor at the Free
University in Amsterdam’s Institute
for Environmental Studies and
senior lecturer at Leiden University’s
Institute of Environmental Sciences.
Boersema’s reconstruction is a
fascinating account, with a conclusion a good deal more reassuring
than the doom-laden scenarios of
the theorists of collapse.
Bionieuws
Publishing Details
Beelden van Paaseiland. Over de
duurzaamheid van een cultuur
(2011)
352 pp (82,000 words)
With illustrations in black-and-white,
notes and references
Rights
Atlas Contact
Herengracht 481
1017 BT Amsterdam
t +31 20 52 49 800
f +31 20 62 76 851    
umatten@atlascontact.nl
www.atlascontact.nl
Rights sold
Cambridge University Press (US).

— Combines narrative clarity with a
thorough knowledge of the subject.
— Makes short work of an appealing
yet misleading story of ecological
determinism.

Photo: Sjaak Verboom
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Geert Mak
Travels Without John
In search of America

The world worries about the United
States. Has the country finally hit the
buffers, or will it manage to maintain the
illusion of being the ‘last best hope of
earth’, as Abraham Lincoln put it? Geert
Mak spent months travelling through
America to discover what has become
of the land of unlimited opportunity.
Although still glorying in its recent past
as the indisputable leader of the free West
with a mission to police the universe, it
is now clearly at odds with itself. The
political climate is poisonous, the economy undermined by easy money, and an
unprecedented number of Americans are
living at or below subsistence level.
Mak chose John Steinbeck as his guide. In
1960 the American novelist stepped into a
camper van at Sag Harbor on Long Island
with his poodle Charley to begin a trek
through dozens of states, from east to west
and back again, ‘in search of America’. Mak
set off along the same route, aiming to find
out what remains of the restless but
prosperous America that Steinbeck
describes. As well as taking him to the
most remote and run-down places, his
journey became a painful confrontation
with Steinbeck, a hugely successful but
weary author, who sometimes played fast
and loose with the facts.

Travels Without John is a compelling
analysis of America in the early twentyfirst century. Mak uses Steinbeck’s experiences to get to the root of everything that
makes America what it is: faith in both a
benevolent God and individual ability; an
inexhaustible passion for innovation and
destruction; a desire to dominate nature;
and a relentless urge to lecture the rest of
the world.
The aspiration to create an ideal society
has for centuries prompted reckless
experimentation in the United States. As
well as astonishing successes, there have
been many painful failures. Mak illustrates
this by looking at great Americans such as
Theodore Roosevelt as well as the day-today concerns of Joe Sixpack. In America
life means taking risks.
Travels Without John is a logical next step
in Mak’s oeuvre. After analyzing a village
(Island in Time), a city (Amsterdam. A brief
life of the city), a country (the Netherlands,
in My Father’s Century) and a continent
torn apart by war (In Europe), he now gets
to grips with a weary world power. A born
storyteller, he once again uses his sharp
journalistic eye to connect the lives of
ordinary people with the broad sweep of
history.

Geert Mak is one of the
Netherlands’ most successful
non-fiction authors. He worked as a
journalist for the weekly De Groene
Amsterdammer and the daily NRC
Handelsblad. His previous works
include The Angel of Amsterdam
(1992), Amsterdam: A brief life of
the city (1994), Island in Time
(1996), My Father’s Century (1999),
In Europe (2004) and The Bridge
(2007). They have been translated
into many languages.
On In Europe:
Geert Mak is Europe’s portraitpainter, its impressionist, its
poet-musician, the reader of its
peoples’ minds.
John Lukacs, author of Five Days
in London, May 1940
Geert Mak is the sort of journalistic
historian who, in his inexorable hunger
for meaning, is as liable to gain insight
from the kid sitting next to him on
the train out of Amsterdam as from
the Treaty of Versailles. This is an
absorbing book and a valuable one.
Russell Shorto, author of The Island
at the Centre of the World
Publishing Details
Reizen zonder John. Op zoek naar
Amerika (2012)
564 pages (188,000 words)
Rights
Atlas Contact
Herengracht 481
1017 BT Amsterdam
t +31 20 52 49 800
f +31 2062 76 851
umatten@atlascontact.nl
www.atlascontact.nl

— What Mak did for Europe he now
does for the United States, showing
how the past works through almost
imperceptibly to the present day.
— The wars, changing economic
fortunes and space travel that keep
the rest of the world under
America’s spell are described
through the experiences of ordinary
Americans. It is an approach tried
many times before, but never with
such evident success.

www.geertmak.nl
Rights sold
Jesenski and Turk (Croatia),
Tiderne Skifter (Denmark), Siedler
(Germany), Cappelens (Norway)
and Czarne (Poland).
For other translated titles by this
author see www.letterenfonds.nl/
translations/

Photo: Merlijn Doomernik
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Tim Krabbé
We Are But We Aren’t Psycho
The Columbine shooting

On 20 April 1999 Eric Harris (18) and
Dylan Klebold (17) killed twelve students, a teacher and themselves at
Columbine High School in Colorado.
Although worse rampage shootings have
happened since, ‘Columbine’ remains the
ultimate example of mass murder as a
form of individual expression.
A great deal has been written about
Columbine, but never before has there
been a book in which the whole case – the
shooting, the events leading up to it and its
aftermath – is reconstructed and analysed
in such detail as in Tim Krabbé’s We Are
But We Aren’t Psycho. Having meticulously
researched the abundant original material
(including tens of thousands of pages of
witness statements, and the school essays
and journals of the perpetrators), he is able
to refute myths, discover flaws in the
police report and contradict much of what
we thought we knew about Columbine.
Many different groups have used
Columbine as propaganda: the anti-gun
lobby, religious fanatics, anti-bullying
crusaders, critics of violent media. Harris
and Klebold ranted about anger and
revenge, the non-existence of good and
evil, the wish to be united with a girl in
death, the brainless robots and zombies of
our society who do not deserve to live – but

not even they seemed to know exactly why
they were doing it.
The reality is that no simple cause can
be singled out. How did two intelligent
boys from loving, intact, upper middle
class families manage to convince themselves they needed to become mass
murderers? Columbine is often regarded
as an unsolvable riddle. More often still it
is seen as an open-and-shut case: two
bullied outcasts took revenge; an evil
psychopathic mastermind duped a
depressed follower into committing an
atrocity.
Krabbé shows convincingly that the
truth was stranger and more sinister: two
friends lured each other onto a deadly path
and found themselves compelled to follow
it to the end. Columbine was caused by the
chance meeting of two shockingly normal
but very different boys: one who bragged
about mass murder and saw his own death
as part of the bargain; one who longed for
an afterlife with a girl and saw mass
murder as a way to die.
We Are But We Aren’t Psycho rightfully
claims to be the definitive book on Columbine. It is an important historical document, a literary masterpiece and a gripping
story in one. It is also a showcase of clues
on how to prevent new Columbines.

Tim Krabbé is known for his
concise and captivating novels, four
of which have been adapted for the
screen; The Vanishing became a
French-Dutch cult classic and later a
Hollywood remake starring Jeff
Bridges, Kiefer Sutherland and
Sandra Bullock. Krabbé’s The Rider
is an international classic of sports
literature. His books have been
translated into many languages.
The prose is terrifying in its
factualness.
NRC Handelsblad
It’s remarkably clever how Krabbé, in
his ghastly investigation, turns the
two monsters into tragic characters.
Vrij Nederland
Publishing Details
Wij zijn maar wij zijn niet geschift.
De schietpartij van Colombine
(2012)
416 pp (150,000 words)
With references
15,000 copies sold
Rights
Prometheus / Bert Bakker
Postbus 1662
1000 BR Amsterdam
t +31 20 62 41 934
f +31 20 62 25 461
c.dipalermo@pbo.nl
www.uitgeverijprometheus.nl
www.timkrabbe.nl
For other translated titles by this
author see www.letterenfonds.nl/
translations/

— Consistently reserving judgement
and separating myth from reality,
Krabbé shows how the two
teenagers were powerless to stop
their fantasies turning into action.
— Tim Krabbé: ‘I quickly realized that
the subject was too interesting for a
novel.’

Photo: Koos Breukel
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Peter Raedts
The Discovery of the Middle Ages
History of an illusion

Until the late eighteenth century the
Middle Ages were regarded as a dark,
barbaric era between Classical Antiquity
and the Enlightenment. Then the period
began to be seen as exemplifying authentic humanity, mutual solidarity and
reciprocal responsibility, embedded in
close-knit national communities. Historian Peter Raedts connects this radical
change of attitude with the industrialization of a previously agrarian society and
the rise of the modern nation state.
At the end of the eighteenth century conflict
broke out between an expanding, globalizing
world in which people were increasingly
interdependent, symbolized by the Napoleonic Empire, and a nationalist countermovement which insisted that people
needed to form local communities in which
they could cultivate their own languages,
habits and customs. Nineteenth-century
writers, poets, philosophers and politicians
identified the Middle Ages as the source of
national traditions and the nationalist spirit.
To the Romantic poet Novalis, it was an age
of faith and community, a lost paradise that
post-revolutionary Europe needed to
rediscover. But even in the Age of Romanticism, abhorrence of that world was never
far away, with the poet Heinrich Heine,
for example, suspecting that the medieval
revival was a reactionary, papist plot.

In The Discovery of the Middle Ages
Raedts stresses that those who first began
to admire the mediaeval period felt they
had found a new world, whereas we now
see them as often deluded, the victims of
their own flights of fancy. Catholics,
Socialists and ethnic nationalists seized
upon this vague, romantic nostalgia for a
lost era of faith, community and order,
forging it into a political programme that,
following the catastrophe of the First
World War, contributed to the establishment of Communism in Russia, Fascism in
Italy, and National Socialism in Germany.
The exploitation by such regimes of the
supposedly medieval values of community,
authenticity and solidarity put an end to
the cult of the Middle Ages. Raedts shows
how medievalists have recently tried to
salvage the era as part of our collective
memory either by identifying the twelfthcentury Renaissance as the true beginning
of modern Europe or by picturing the
Middle Ages as fascinating but utterly alien
to everything modern culture stands for.
In our own day it is becoming clear once
again that the problem of modernity
remains unresolved and that we still need
to investigate the times and places from
which we derive our values. A new and
invigorating story of the Middle Ages may
well be part of this quest for a new past.

Peter Raedts is professor of
medieval history at the Radboud
University Nijmegen. He studied
history in Utrecht and theology in
Amsterdam. In 1984 he obtained his
doctorate in history at Oxford with a
thesis on the medieval theologian
Richard Rufus of Cornwall. He then
became increasingly fascinated by
the topic of how people deal with
their past, what they take from it for
their own use, what they leave
behind and forget, and why.
Raedts writes with formidable
knowledge of the background
literature, making self-assured,
concrete use of the many sources
available.
NRC Handelsblad
Publishing Details
De ontdekking van de
Middeleeuwen. Geschiedenis van
een illusie (2011)
432 pp (160,000 words)
With illustrations in colour and
black-and-white, notes and
references
6,000 copies sold
Wereldbibliotheek
Spuistraat 283
1012 VR Amsterdam
t +31 20 638 18 99
f +31 20 638 44 91
www.wereldbibliotheek.nl
Rights                     
Cristina Mora Literary Agency
info@cristinamora-litagency.com

— A groundbreaking book about the
way Germany, Britain, France and
Italy have constructed their own
histories.
— Argues that criticism of modern,
liberal, industrial society has taken
the form of a nostalgic hankering
after the medieval past.
— Shows that the writing of history is
just as much a search for the self as a
search for the truth.

Photo: Koos Hageraats
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Joep Leerssen
Hall of Mirrors
European culture as myth and image

In Hall of Mirrors, historian of literature
and culture Joep Leerssen presents a
cultural-historical profile of Europe that
avoids both the platitudes of Eurocentrism and hand-wringing over past
wrongs. Rejecting the current tendency
to limit the idea of ‘Europe’ to the debates
around economic or political projects,
Leerssen traces the cultural impact of a
European sense of identity which, he
argues, offers an excellent antidote to
national chauvinism.
The tangled strands of Europe’s history,
which Hall of Mirrors playfully explores,
invite self-reflection and self-questioning
and challenge the cultural stereotypes that
have such a firm hold on today’s world.
Leerssen takes the reader on a tour of the
continent’s labyrinthine heritage, ‘wandering with a candle through a dimly-lit hall
of mirrors. It’s often unclear which flame
we are holding and which is being reflected back at us, and many corners remain
poorly lit.’ He does not claim to have all
the answers, but his erudition and command of the material enable him to
provide a wealth of insight into every
aspect of the European mentality.

The cradle of Europe can be found in
Homer’s tale of Odysseus’ journey home
to Ithaca, which encapsulates the entire
history of the continent: sailing out,
sailing back, from one coast to the other,
between battlefield and home port,
destruction and reunion. Countless more
recent archetypes have lodged themselves
in the collective consciousness of Europe,
from Lord Byron to the Count of Monte
Christo and Dracula. The trials and
tribulations of the Transylvanian count,
in which an innocent victim becomes the
accomplice of evil, teach that the world is
more complicated than in the average
Western, where heroes wear white hats
and villains black.
Leerssen has no easy solutions to offer
in these difficult eurocrisis times, but those
who wish to look beyond a one-dimensional reality can sharpen their mind and
senses on this journey, and discover an
ambivalence that returns time and again in
the image and self-image of Europe.
Compared to Africa and Asia, this part of
the world presents itself as the continent of
progress; compared to the New World it is
the continent of history. Europe’s breast
harbours more than one soul.

Joep Leerssen is Royal
Netherlands Academy Professor of
European Studies at the University
of Amsterdam. His studies on the
connection between literature,
historical awareness and nationalism have won him an international
reputation. He was awarded the
2008 Spinoza Prize (Holland’s
premier academic award) and held
the Erasmus Lecturership at
Harvard in 2003. His National
Thought in Europe was shortlisted
for the 2007 European Book Prize
and his Remembrance and
Imagination was one of the Times
Literary Supplement’s Books of the
Year in 1996.
Wearing his learning lightly, in this
elegantly informal essay Joep
Leerssen guides readers through a
gallery of images of Europe, ranging
from Odysseus to Dracula and
making many perceptive comments
on the way.
Peter Burke, professor emeritus of
cultural history and Fellow of
Emmanuel College, Cambridge
Hall of Mirrors is both an interesting
meditation and an antidote,
challenging narrow nationalistic
illusions.
De Volkskrant
Publishing Details
Spiegelpaleis Europa. Europese
cultuur als mythe en beeldvorming
(2011)
204 pp (50,000 words)
With illustrations in black-and-white
and references
3,000 copies sold

— Investigates the stereotypes that
make up our self-image.

Vantilt
Postbus 1411
6501 BK Nijmegen
t +31 24 36 02 294
www.vantilt.nl

— An erudite and entertaining journey
through European literature, art
and film.

Rights
Marianne Schönbach Literary
Agency
info@schonbach.nl

— Aims to inspire and to offer points
of reflection rather than
confronting the reader with any
ponderous analysis

Photo: Roger Cremers
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Mineke Schipper
Adam and Eve Everywhere
The first people in Judaism, Christianity and Islam

God created Adam and Eve and so,
according to the Bible, humanity began.
The Koran likewise points to Adam and
his wife as the first people. The creation
story as referred to in their Holy Book by
Jews, Christians and Muslims is the best
known version, but there is astonishing
variety of other stories about Adam and
Eve. They have been passed down by
word of mouth from one generation to
the next, in all parts of the world. Mineke
Schipper’s book is the first to deal with
these mostly unfamiliar stories.
At last we find answers to questions such
as: Did Adam and Eve wear clothes in
paradise? Did they have sex there or only
much later? How did Satan come to be in
the Garden of Eden? Did he sleep with Eve
before Adam did, and was he possibly the
father of Eve’s firstborn son Cain who later
committed fratricide? One profound
question underlies them all: Where did evil
come from, if the world was created
perfect?
According to most stories, Adam’s
problems start with the creation of Eve.
Although not always the first to eat the
forbidden fruit, she is often blamed for the
loss of paradise. In the ancient Jewish
tradition, Adam’s first wife Lilith, created
along with him, wanted to be his equal.

Many Christian paintings show the snake
in the Tree of Knowledge as having the
head and tempting upper body of Lilith.
In the stories and their accompanying
artworks, fear of female sexuality produces
an image of temptation and doom.
In all three religions, the clay used to
create Adam’s body comes from all over
the world, but his head has more specific
origins. In Jewish tradition, God takes the
mud for Adam’s head from the place where
the Temple in Jerusalem would later be
built. In Christian stories, God uses clay
from Golgotha, where Jesus will be
crucified. And in Islamic stories Adam’s
head is made of earth from the place
where the Ka’aba in Mecca now stands.
Schipper shows that stories about
Adam and Eve in different cultures, and
their accompanying images, originate
from the same sources in the Middle East
before they spread across the world along
with the three religions. The extent to
which those stories have shaped our
cultures and beliefs, she argues, reflects
a unity in diversity that contributes to
building bridges. The great variety of
traditional stories enables them to throw
light on each other and create room for
dialogue between believing and non-believing descendants of Adam and Eve.

Mineke Schipper was until the end
of 2011 professor of intercultural
literary studies at the University of
Leiden. Her previous books, novels
and works of non-fiction have been
translated into many languages. She
is now writing full time and holds
various visiting professorships, for
example in China.
No lack of captivating material here.
With Adam and Eve Everywhere a
treasury of ancient stories is brought
clearly into view.
De Volkskrant
Publishing Details
Overal Adam en Eva. De eerste
mensen in jodendom, christendom
en islam (2012)
350 pp (105,000 words)
With illustrations in colour and
black-and-white, notes and
references
Prometheus / Bert Bakker
Postbus 1662
1000 BR Amsterdam
t +31 20 62 41 934
f +31 20 62 25 461
www.uitgeverijprometheus.nl
www.minekeschipper.nl
Rights
The Susijn Agency
info@thesusijnagency.com
For other translated titles by this
author see www.letterenfonds.nl/
translations/

— Makes clear how stories of Adam
and Eve served to lay a foundation
for unequal gender relations in the
three religions.
— Draws upon a wealth of traditional
and contemporary images to
provide remarkable illustrations of
the ways in which Adam and Eve
have been represented in the three
religions and around the world.
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Hanna Stouten
Marie Bonaparte 1882-1962
Freud’s princess seeks her dead mother

Marie Bonaparte was many extraordinary things: princess, psychoanalyst,
sexologist, leading figure of French
culture, cosmopolitan, feminist and
patient of Freud. She was distantly
related to Lucien, Napoleon’s younger
brother, which gave her the right to call
herself a princess, and through her
marriage to the son of the Greek king she
also became a member of a royal family
with close connections to the British and
Danish monarchies.
The tragedies of her life – growing up
without a mother and with a father who
took no interest in her, marrying a homosexual, taking countless lovers but remaining ‘frigid’ – did not dent her courage and
eventually brought Marie Bonaparte to
Freud’s couch. They had an instant
rapport, but she continued to make her
own decisions. She became a psychoanalyst herself, not only treating patients but
using her immense fortune to help
psychoanalysis become established in
Paris. Psychoanalysis gave her a purpose
in life and she managed to hold her own in
the fierce controversies that plagued the
French psychoanalytical societies. Marie
Bonaparte and Jacques Lacan found
themselves on opposing sides.

All Marie Bonaparte’s books are said to
be autobiographical. That is certainly true
of her sexology. Unwilling and unable to
resign herself to her ‘frigidity’, she sought
help in Freudian analysis, as well as
submitting to the surgeon’s knife, allowing
Josef Halban to operate on her clitoris
three times. Her feminism was such that
she allowed herself freedoms previously
reserved for men – even in the Parisian
milieu that was the cultural centre of the
world in the years before and after the
Second World War. As a ‘woman of the
world’ she lived an engaged life on her
travels abroad as well as at home. In 1960,
for example, as part of her campaign
against the death penalty, she visited Caryl
Chessman on death row in California and
met President Eisenhower to plead on his
behalf, without success.
Hanna Stouten is an expert on the
Parisian society of the time, and she
describes the life and work of Marie
Bonaparte with empathy and imagination,
integrating recent research and new
material into her story. Marie Bonaparte
1882-1962 is a monument to an extraordinary, courageous and independent
woman.

— Elegant and powerful, with a sharp
and concise style.
—P
 resents Marie as a modern woman,
both ahead of her time and
vindicated by history.

Hanna Stouten lectured on Dutch
literature of the Enlightenment at the
University of Amsterdam. In 1982
she gained her doctorate in
Nijmegen on the life and work of
W.A. Ockerse (1760-1826). After
her appointment as professor of
Dutch literature at the Sorbonne in
1989, she turned her attention to the
nineteenth and twentieth century as
well. She was responsible along
with Jaap Goedegebuure and Frits
van Oostrom for Histoire de la
littérature neerlandaise (1999).
A richly variegated portrait of a
woman who in Freud’s words was
‘not an aristocrat at all’ but a real
person.
De Volkskrant
Publishing Details
Marie Bonaparte 1882-1962.
Freuds prinses zoekt haar dode
moeder (2011)
232 pp (60,000 words)
With illustrations in black-and-white
and references
Rights
Amsterdam University Press
Herengracht 221
1016 BG Amsterdam
t +31 20 42 00 050
f +31 20 42 03 214
rights@aup.nl
www.aup.nl
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Recent Translations

Henk Boom
The Great Turk. In the footsteps
of Suleiman the Magnificent
De grote Turk: Suleyman de Prachtlievende
Published in German by Parthas in 2012.
Translated by Birgit Erdmann and Bärbel
Jänicke. Also in Turkish (Kitap).

Sem Dresden
Persecution, Extermination,
Literature
Vervolging, vernietiging, literatuur
Published in Chinese by Flower City in 2012.
Translated by Daokuan He. Also in English
(University of Toronto Press), French (Nathan)
and German (Jüdischer Verlag).

Theo Coster
We All Wore Stars

Douwe Draaisma
Oblivion

Klasgenoten van Anne Frank
Published in English by Palgrave Macmillan
in 2011. Translated by Marjolijn de Jager.
Also in German (Herbig), Italian (Rizzoli)
and Portuguese (Objetiva).

Vergeetboek
Published in Polish by Aletheia in 2012.
Translated by Robert Pucek. Also in German
(Galiani), Hungarian (Gondolat) and Korean
(Eco livres).

Johan Huizinga
America

Hans Ibelings
European Architecture
Since 1890

Amerika levend en denkend
Published in German by Wilhelm Fink in
2011. Translated by Annette Wunschel.
Also in Hebrew (Resling).

Europese architectuur vanaf 1890
Published in German by Jovis in 2011.
Translated by Ira Wilhelm. Also in Chinese
(China Architecture & Building Press)
and Russian (Progress-Tradition).
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Recent Translations

David Koker
At the Edge of the Abyss

Joris Luyendijk
Hello Everybody!

Geert Mak
Amsterdam

Dagboek geschreven in Vught
Published in English by Northwestern
University Press in 2012. Translated by
Michael Horn and John Irons.

Het zijn net mensen
Published in Korean by Across Publishing in
2011. Translated by Kim Byeong Hwa. Also
in Arabic (Arab Scientific Publishers), Danish
(Informations), English (Profile / Soft Skull /
Scribe), French (Nevicata), German (Tropen),
Hungarian (Nyitott), Italian (Il Saggiatore),
Japanese (Eiji), Slovenian (Mladinska) and
Spanish (Peninsula).

Amsterdam
Published in Italian by Bruno Mondadori in
2012. Translated by Laura Pignatti. Also in
Chinese (Flower City), Czech (Cinemax),
English (Harvill Secker / Harvard University
Press), German (Siedler), Hungarian
(Corvina) and Russian (Morozova).

Nicolaas Matsier
The Eye Deceived

Luuk van Middelaar
The Passage to Europe

Cees Nooteboom
Red Rain

Het bedrogen oog
Published in Hungarian by Typotex in 2011.
Translated by Tamás Balogh.

De passage naar Europa
Published in French by Gallimard in 2012.
Translated by Daniel Cunin and Olivier
van Wersch-Cot. Also in Arabic (Sphinx),
Chinese (Orient), English (Yale), Hungarian
(Typotex), Polish (Aletheia) and Portuguese
(É Realizações).

Rode regen
Published in Russian by Text in 2011.
Translated by Irina Grivnina. Also in French
(Actes Sud), German (Suhrkamp), Polish
(WAB) and Spanish (Siruela).
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Recent Translations

Lotte van de Pol
The Burgher and the Whore

Linda Polman
With Friends Like These

De burger en de hoer
Published in English by Oxford University
Press in 2011. Translated by Liz Waters. Also
in Chinese (People’s Literature Publishing
House), German (Campus) and Spanish
(Siglo XXI).

De crisiskaravaan
Published in Hebrew by Shalem Press in
2012. Translated by Menashe Arbel. Also in
English (Penguin / Metropolitan), German
(Campus), Italian (Bruno Mondadori),
Japanese (Artist House), Norwegian
(Arneberg), Polish (Czarne) and Swedish
(Leopard).

Rik Smits
The Puzzle of Left-handedness

Fred de Vries
Afrikaners. The fortunes of
a people cast adrift

Frank Westerman
Brother Mendel’s
Perfect Horse

Afrikaners: de lotgevallen van een
volk op drift
Published in Afrikaans by Tafelberg in 2012.
Translated by Zandra Bezuidenhout.

Dier, bovendier
Published in German by C.H. Beck in 2012.
Translated by Gerd Busse and Gregor
Seferens. Also in Chinese (Lijiang), Croatian
(Durieux), Czech (Host), English (Harvill
Secker), Italian (Iperborea), Polish (Czarne)
and Spanish (Siruela).

Het raadsel van linkshandigheid
Published in English by Reaktion.
Translated by Liz Waters.

Margriet Sitskoorn
Passions of the Brain.
Why sin is so tempting
Passies van het brein
Published in Italian by Orme in 2012.
Translated by David Santoro. Also in
German (Bastei Lübbe).
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Roelf Bolt
Liars and Forgers

Coen Simon
Waiting for Happiness

Lodewijk Petram
The World’s First Stock Exchange

Jan J. Boersema
Faces of Easter Island

Geert Mak
Travels Without John

Tim Krabbé
We Are But We Aren’t Psycho

Peter Raedts
The Discovery of the Middle Ages

Joep Leerssen
Hall of Mirrors

Mineke Schipper
Adam and Eve Everywhere

Hanna Stouten
Marie Bonaparte 1882-1962
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